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1 Voronoi Treemaps

Treemaps are a well-known method for the visualization of attributed
hierarchical data. Previously proposed Treemap layout algorithms are
limited to rectangular shapes, which causes problems with the aspect
ratio of the rectangles as well as with identifying the visualized
hierarchical structure. The approach of Voronoi Treemaps eliminates
these problems through enabling subdivisions of and in polygons.
Additionally, this allows for creating Treemap visualizations within
areas of arbitrary shape, such as triangles and circles, thereby
enabling a more flexible adaptation of Treemaps for a wider range of
applications.

2 Treemap Enhanced Graphs

The clear and meaningful visualization of relations between software
entities is an invaluable tool for the comprehension, evaluation, and
reengineering of the structure of existing software systems. This
approach presents an interaction and representation scheme for the
visualization and exploration of complex hierarchical graphs to
analyze relations within software systems. Thereby aggregated parts
of the software system are represented as Treemaps that visualize
the structure of the contained software entities. An adaption of
existing rectangle-based treemap algorithms for layouts within convex
polygonal bounding geometries is introduced to allow for a
differentiation of various entity types in the graph visualization.
Furthermore, a visual clustering method based on implicit surfaces is
presented to create meaningful visualizations of distorted hierarchical
graphs of software systems.

3 Clustered Graph Visualization

This level-of-detail technique enables a comprehensible interactive
visualization of large and complex clustered graph layouts either in 2D
or 3D. Implicit surfaces are used for the visually simplified
representation of vertex clusters, and so-called edge bundles are
formed for the simplification of edges. Additionally, dedicated
transition techniques are provided for continuously adaptive and
adjustable views of graphs that range from very abstract to very
detailed representations.
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